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Schaerer AG supports Solothurn soup kitchen charity with 
coffee machine donation 
 
People affected by addictions often experience social exclusion or have 
difficulty organising their lives. The "Perspektive" association from the 
Solothurn-Grenchen region in Switzerland created the soup kitchen on the edge 
of Solothurn's old town to support these people. "In addition to offering hot 
meals, we want to provide those affected with a meeting place for community 
activities and social contacts, giving them the stability and inspiration they need 
to better their everyday lives", explains Sibylla Motschi, Division Manager of the 
soup kitchen. To support the important work of the association, Zuchwil-based 
coffee machine manufacturer Schaerer donated one of its professional catering 
coffee machines to the soup kitchen at the end of September. "We have already 
supported various charitable projects in the past and are committed to working 
together in the region in line with our motto ‘Fighting exclusion’", says Hansjürg 
Marti, DACH Director of Sales and Service at Schaerer AG. He goes on to say: 
"We asked our employees to submit suggestions and chose the soup kitchen 
because we were impressed by the association's dedication to helping people 
on the fringes of society and because it was important to us to support a 
regional project". 
 
The main focus of the soup kitchen, as the name suggests, is offering community 
lunches and dinners. The reason for this is that addicts often neglect their diet, and 
this gives them the chance to eat regular and balanced meals. "The soup kitchen is 
both a place to eat and a meeting space — we hope to use it to give people a little 
support as well as a certain daily routine. The coffee machine donation from Schaerer 
is a very welcome addition! Now our visitors can enjoy a good cup of coffee with us in 
addition to the hot meals", Sibylla Motschi is happy to report. 
 
Working together against exclusion 
In line with the Groupe SEB motto "Fighting exclusion”, Schaerer AG takes active part 
in social causes in various areas. In addition to collaboration with VEBO (Verein für 
Eingliederungsstätte für Behinderte Oensingen/Association for Integration Centres for 
Handicapped People, Oensingen) and disability insurance, involvement in the soup 
kitchen is another building block in Schaerer AG's commitment to taking an active role 
in the region.    
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Image material 

 
Hansjürg Marti (Schaerer), Sibylla Motschi 
(Perspektive), Stefan Henzi (Perspektive) 

 
Stefan Henzi, soup kitchen employee 

 
Image availability 
You can find downloadable image material in our media portal press-n-relations.amid-
pr.com (search term "Schaerer-Spende-Gassenkueche"). I would of course be happy to 
email you the files as well. Contact: nfo@press-n-relations.de 
 
 

 
 
 
Schaerer AG 
Founded in 1892 and headquartered in Zuchwil, Switzerland, Schaerer AG is one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of fully automated professional coffee machines. As a traditional company 
with many years of history, the Schaerer brand stands for Swiss values combined with an in-depth 
knowledge of coffee. The company expresses these brand attributes with the company logo “swiss 
coffee competence” and experiences them equally in its product development and in the Coffee 
Competence Centre, Schaerer’s own coffee expertise and training centre in Zuchwil. Moreover, 

Further information: 
Jelena Bozic 
DACH Marketing Manager 
Allmendweg 8, 4528 Zuchwil, Switzerland 
Tel.: +41 32 681 64 01 
JBozic@schaerer.com 
www.schaerer.com  
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Schaerer is characterised by extreme flexibility with the guiding principle “We love it your way” — 
be it in reference to customer requests, customer-specific products and large orders or the product 
range which offers the customer a wide range of customised configuration options. Customer-
oriented and with extensive coffee knowledge, Schaerer supports customers of any size all over the 
world in offering their guests the highest level of coffee enjoyment.  
 
Schaerer has been part of the WMF Group since 2006 and of the French consortium Groupe SEB 
since the end of 2016. All B2B brands of the Group are bundled in the “SEB PROFESSIONAL” 
consolidated sales organisation. In addition to Schaerer, it includes the WMF and Wilbur Curtis 
coffee machine brands as well as the Professional Hotel Equipment division with the WMF 
Professional and HEPP brands. 
 
 
 


